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Abstract

This paper describes the Hall B beamline and its performance during the first year of data-taking operation using the
CLAS12 detector. We review the beamline instrumentation used to measure and monitor the beam. This instrumenta-
tion led to excellent beam quality for energies ranging from 2.2 to 10.6 GeV at the design luminosity of 1035 cm−2s−1.
The instrumentation includes a Møller polarimeter, which can typically measure the beam polarization to an absolute
precision of ∼2.5%.
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1. Introduction1

The physics program for CLAS12 in Hall B at Jeffer-2

son Lab requires the use of electron beams of various3

energies and currents that impinge upon targets ranging4

from liquid hydrogen to lead. A significant part of the5

physics program includes running with polarized targets6

that require a rastered beam on the target. In order to ex-7

tract experimental observables, accurate measurements8

of the beam charge and polarization are required. Also,9

for safe and efficient operation of a large, open accep-10

tance spectrometer, proper shielding and a stable beam11

with a small lateral size and minimal beam halo are nec-12

essary.13

The Hall B beamline is designed to satisfy the ex-14

perimental requirements and to provide the necessary15

controls and monitoring of the electron beam properties16

for safe and efficient operation of CLAS12. The key set17

of parameters required by experiments with CLAS12 is18

listed in Table 1. The main challenges for the beamline19

setup are the open acceptance of CLAS12 and the close20

proximity of various sensitive detectors to the target and21

beam. Such challenges were successfully overcome in22

Hall B in the past for CLAS experiments [1] and the23

Heavy Photon Search (HPS) experiment [2].24

A few key modifications to the beamline used dur-25

ing the lower-energy run of the HPS experiment [3]26

Parameter Requirement Unit
Beam energies ≤ 11 GeV
Beam currents < 500 nA

Current instability ∼ 10 %
Accuracy of current ∼ 1 %

measurement
Beam widths (σx, σy) < 300 µm

Position stability < 200 µm
Divergence < 100 µrad

Beam halo (> 5σ) < 10−4

Beam polarization >80 %
Accuracy of polarization < 3 %

measurement

Table 1: Nominal required Hall B beam parameters.

have been introduced in order to establish high-quality27

physics beams in Hall B and run CLAS12 at the design28

luminosity of 1035 cm−2s−1. Additions to the beamline29

for high-energy running of CLAS12 include a new in-30

termediate beam dump upstream of the hall, a cryogenic31

target system, shielding downstream of the target to pro-32

tect the CLAS12 detectors from electromagnetic back-33

grounds, and the Møller polarimeter for beam polariza-34

tion measurements.35

In this paper we discuss the design of the Hall B36
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beamline for CLAS12 and its performance during the37

2018 experimental run. We review the beamline instru-38

mentation used to measure and monitor the beam pa-39

rameters and to protect the CLAS12 detectors against40

errant beam motion. As will be demonstrated, excellent41

quality and stability of the CEBAF beams, coupled with42

the Hall B beamline protection systems, allowed opera-43

tion of the CLAS12 detector at the design luminosity.44

2. Hall B Beamline Design45

The Hall B beamline is divided into two segments,46

the so-called “2C” line from the Beam Switch Yard47

(BSY) following beam extraction from the CEBAF ac-48

celerator to Hall B, and the “2H” line from the up-49

stream end of the experimental hall to the beam dump50

in the downstream tunnel. The beamline upstream of51

CLAS12 is furnished with a number of quadrupoles,52

corrector dipoles, and beam diagnostic tools, grouped53

into sections. Accelerator operators have exclusive con-54

trol of these devices and use this instrumentation to tune55

and deliver the beam to the CLAS12 target located ap-56

proximately at the geometrical center of the hall. In57

addition to the devices used by accelerator operations,58

there are several beam position, current, polarization,59

and halo monitors that are controlled and monitored by60

the Hall B shift personnel.61

For high-energy operation of CLAS12, the 2C beam-62

line as described in Ref. [3] was modified to include63

the Møller polarimeter located in the upstream tunnel of64

the hall and an intermediate beam dump just upstream65

of the hall. Additionally, the 2H beamline (see Fig. 1)66

now includes a cryogenic target and a tungsten shield67

downstream of the target inside the CLAS12 torus mag-68

net bore. The Møller polarimeter is used to periodically69

measure the longitudinal beam polarization and is dis-70

cussed in more detail in Section 4. The other compo-71

nents are discussed in the following subsections.72

2.1. Intermediate Beam Dump Before CLAS1273

In order to prevent radiation damage to the sensitive74

detectors during the initial beam tune, or when errant75

beam may be sent to the hall, or during the beam po-76

larization measurements with the Møller polarimeter,77

the beam has to be terminated upstream of CLAS12.78

For these operations the Hall B tagger dipole magnet is79

used to deflect the primary beam and secondary scat-80

tering products. During low-energy operations, the tag-81

ger dipole directs the beam into the tagger beam dump82

in the hall floor upstream of the CLAS12 spectrome-83

ter. The highest energy beam that can be directed to this84

dump is limited to 6.2 GeV by the maximum field of the85

tagger dipole, 1.76 T [4]. At higher energies, several op-86

tions for the intermediate beam dump were considered87

during the design stage with the optimal solution being88

to dump the beam inside the bore of the tagger magnet89

yoke. The design of the intermediate dump was based90

on full FLUKA [5] simulations and on thermal finite-91

element analysis. The two main parameters that were92

studied were the radiation levels at the location of the93

CLAS12 tracking detectors and the temperature rise in94

the magnet yoke when up to 10 nA of continuous wave95

(CW) electron beam is dumped on the yoke.96

The FLUKA simulations were used to determine97

background radiation levels at the tracking detectors98

for different configurations of the dump and compared99

with radiation levels from various targets and beam cur-100

rents at the design luminosity. It was found that accept-101

able background radiation levels from the dump occur102

when the beam is steered into the yoke at approximately103

33 cm from the upstream entrance to the tagger magnet104

bore, as shown in Fig. 2. This is done by setting the tag-105

ger magnetic field to be I(A) = 43.491×E(GeV)−0.076,106

where I and E are the tagger power supply current and107

the beam energy, respectively.108

The FLUKA simulations were also used to guide the109

design of the shielding around and just downstream of110

the tagger magnet yoke. The shielding includes lead,111

borated polyethylene, and concrete blocks. Figure 3112

shows the 1-MeV neutron equivalent fluency for the113

background from the dump and for various beam/target114

configurations as a function of the position along the115

beamline. In the graph, the yoke dump position is at116

approximately -900 cm and the CLAS12 target is at117

∼400 cm. The figure shows that at the location of the118

CLAS12 target, the designed shielding configuration119

(filled black points) results in radiation levels from the120

yoke comparable to levels for running on a carbon target121

at the full design luminosity.122

To assess the temperature increase in the yoke, a ther-123

mal finite-element analysis was set up using ANSYS124

Workbench v18 [6]. A simplified CAD model of the125

yoke was imported and modified to include a cylindri-126

cal heat load representing the beam. The heating profile127

from the deposition of 1 kW of power in a cylinder of128

one Moliere radius (r=1.7 cm) and 10 radiation lengths129

(17 cm) of iron was calculated. Conservatively, adia-130

batic boundary conditions were applied to the outer sur-131

faces of the yoke. The model was solved as a transient132

thermal analysis with 100 time points over 3600 sec-133

onds. At the dump location, the temperature was found134

to initially increase rapidly and then stabilized to a max-135

imum temperature increase of ∆T = 54◦C as the heat136
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Figure 1: Beamline in Hall B showing beamline elements upstream of the CLAS12 target, cryotarget, CLAS12 Central Detector, and the tungsten
shield downstream of the scattering chamber.
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Figure 2: Distribution of energy in the yoke of the tagger dipole mag-
net from dumping a 10 nA, 11 GeV beam on the yoke at ∼33 cm from
the upstream entrance to the bore of the tagger magnet. The horizon-
tal and vertical scales are distances in cm and energy deposition (in
GeV/cm3) as indicated by the color scale. The brown region indicates
the cross section of the tagger yoke.

dissipates throughout the yoke volume (see Fig. 4). Due137

to the very large volume and heat capacity of the yoke,138

the temperature is not expected to rise much higher even139

for longer beam application times.140

2.2. Cryogenic Target141

Hall B experiments are grouped into running periods142

according to beam energy and targets. So far two types143

of cryogenic targets have been used for experiments;144

liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid deuterium (LD2). The145

Hall B cryotarget system from the 6 GeV era [1] has146

been modified for CLAS12 operations. The current tar-147

get cell is a 50-mm long Kapton cone with 23.66 mm148

and 15.08 mm upstream and downstream diameters, re-149

spectively. The entrance and exit windows for the beam150

are 30-µm-thick aluminum. The typical target density151

is 71 mg/cm3 for LH2 and 169 mg/cm3 for LD2. The152

cryo-liquids are sub-cooled to reduce the density varia-153

tions and prevent boiling and the formation of bubbles.154

Figure 5 shows the design rendering of the target cell155

inside the scattering chamber. The scattering chamber156

is made of Rohacell XT110 foam (density ρ = 0.110157

g/cm3) and is ∼45 cm long with a 100 mm outer di-158

ameter such that it fits within the CLAS12 Silicon Ver-159

tex Tracker (SVT) [8] and provides a minimal material160

thickness for scattered particles from the target to the161

CLAS12 detectors.162

A beam halo monitor is integrated within the tar-163

get cell. This device consists of a 40-mm-long glass164

cylinder with inner and outer diameters of 10 mm and165
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Figure 3: FLUKA simulation of radiation levels in the hall from
dumping a 10 nA, 11 GeV beam on the tagger magnet yoke com-
pared to the radiation levels from nominal running on hydrogen and
carbon targets. The 1-MeV neutron equivalent fluency as a function of
position along the beamline for yoke shielding with iron only (open
circles) and with iron and borated polyethylene (filled circles), and
for two target configurations, 1 mm carbon (filled squares) and 5 cm
liquid hydrogen (crosses).

12 mm, respectively, mounted directly on the upstream166

window of the target cell with its axis parallel to the167

beamline and with 16 optical fibers attached to the up-168

stream perimeter of the cylinder. Light generated in169

the cylinder from interactions of the beam halo or from170

back-scattered secondaries is read out with a multi-171

anode photomultiplier tube (PMT). The device, called172

the beam-offset monitor (BOM), is used to monitor the173

beam position at the target (see discussion below).174

The scattering chamber extends downstream of the175

Central Detector. There is a 50-µm-thick aluminum176

window on the downstream end of the scattering cham-177

ber that closes the upstream vacuum beamline (from the178

accelerator to the CLAS12 target). The downstream179

vacuum beamline starts after a 60-cm-long air gap af-180

ter the scattering chamber and ends at the beam dump.181

In addition to the cryogenic targets mentioned above182

and already used in two experiments (LH2 and LD2),183

there will be experiments that will use nuclear targets184

in the form of thin foils and experiments with polarized185

targets. The nuclear target assembly is similar to the186

cryogenic target cell except that various target foils will187

be inside the cell instead of a liquid. The cryotarget sup-188

ply lines will be used to flow helium gas through the cell189

to dissipate heat in the foils from the beam. Two types190

of polarized targets will be used for CLAS12 experi-191

ments [7]; dynamically (longitudinally) polarized am-192

monia (NH3) and deuterated ammonia (ND3), and a po-193
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Figure 4: The heat distribution after 60 minutes of beam exposure
at the upstream dump location. The highest temperature in the yoke
is at the region of impact and is 76◦C assuming an initial uniform
temperature of 22◦C.

Figure 5: Sketch of the cryogenic target showing the target cell, beam
offset monitor, and scattering chamber with associated plumbing and
structural supports.

larized solid HD target in a frozen spin mode.194

2.3. Shielding Downstream of the Target195

Special care was taken to protect the CLAS12 de-196

tectors from beam-induced background radiation. The197

main sources of the background are Møller scattering198

and small-angle electron scattering along with electro-199

magnetic processes such as bremsstrahlung and pair200

production. These interactions produce photons, elec-201

trons, and positrons that can flood the tracking detec-202

tors. GEANT4 simulations of CLAS12 have been used203

to study backgrounds and design appropriate shielding204

to reduce the levels of background radiation [9]. The205

shielding design takes advantage of the 5-T longitudi-206

nal magnetic field around the target that is generated207

by the Central Detector superconducting solenoid mag-208

net. This strong longitudinal magnetic field causes low-209

energy particles to spiral forward and away from the de-210

tectors and into the shielding far downstream of the tar-211
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Figure 6: Tungsten shielding downstream of the target, through the torus magnet bore.

get. The heavy shielding materials (lead and tungsten)212

contain the background and either absorb it or guide the213

flux of particles out of the downstream end of CLAS12214

without interacting in the detectors.215

Experiments in CLAS12 will run with or without the216

Forward Tagger (FT) [10] in use. These two differ-217

ent detector configurations require two different shield-218

ing configurations. Figure 6 shows the configuration219

when the FT is not used (called FT-OFF). The shield-220

ing starts with a tungsten cone with a 5-cm diameter221

hole at the center for the beam. When the FT is in use222

(called FT-ON), the tungsten cone is mounted directly to223

the FT central support, which is also made from tung-224

sten. In the latter case, the angular acceptance of par-225

ticles scattered from the target starts at ∼2◦. For the226

FT-OFF configuration, a large diameter lead cylinder is227

inserted between the FT central support (after remov-228

ing the FT tracker) and the tungsten cone, thus moving229

the tip closer to the target. In this case the acceptance230

for forward scattered particles starts at ∼5◦. The shield-231

ing elements also include cylindrical tungsten absorbers232

inside the torus bore, a tungsten shield around the FT233

mounting fixture to the torus, and a lead-tungsten shield234

downstream of the torus.235

One of the main criteria for the shielding design is to236

maintain an occupancy rate in the drift chambers [11] of237

less than 4% since higher occupancies adversely affect238

the track reconstruction efficiency [12]. The drift cham-239

ber occupancies were simulated by accumulating hits in240

the detector elements over 250-ns time frames, which241

roughly corresponds to the readout time window for the242

set of drift chambers closest to the beam-target interac-243

tion point. The simulated beam was spread out over244

this time window to match the actual beam structure245

and was incident on the 5-cm-long LH2 target such that246

the design luminosity of 1035 cm−2 s−1 was achieved in247

the simulation. The simulated target included the alu-248

minum entrance and exit foils and the air gap down-249

stream of the target. The final shielding configuration250

resulted in occupancies of less than about 3% for the251

FT-ON configuration and less than about 1.5% for the252

FT-OFF configuration. Figure 7 shows the origins of253

background particles hitting the drift chambers for both254

shielding configurations. The main source of the back-255

ground is the target, with other sources being the edges256

of the tungsten shield and the detector enclosures (see257

figure caption for details).258

3. Beamline Monitoring and Performance259

During a typical experiment, Hall B shift personnel260

monitor key beam parameters while beam delivery is261

controlled by operators in the Machine Control Center.262

The relevant beamline elements that are used to mea-263

sure and monitor the key beam parameters are listed in264

Table 2.265

The Synchrotron Light Monitor (SLM) is a photo-266

multiplier tube (PMT) that measures the synchrotron267

light generated in the last dipole magnet of the 2C beam-268

line that bends the beam into Hall B. The amplitude of269

the SLM PMT signal is proportional to the beam cur-270

rent and is used to measure the helicity dependence of271

the beam charge. Due to its dependence on the beam272

position, it cannot be used as a long term beam current273

measurement device.274

The nano-amp Beam Position Monitors (nA-275

BPMs) [14] measure the beam current and relative beam276

position in the transverse, or x-y, plane (z is along the277

beam direction). The beam position in each direction is278

measured to an absolute accuracy of 50 µm. The beam279

current can be measured to an accuracy of ∼1% at beam280

currents above 10 nA, stable over weeks of running. In-281
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Figure 7: The origin of particles hitting R1 drift chambers (closest to
the target) in the r-z plane, where r is the transverse distance from the
beam and the z is in the beam direction. The top graph corresponds
to the FT-ON configuration and the bottom graph is for FT-OFF. The
main source of the background is the target located at (r, z) = (0, 0).
The second largest source is the edge of the tungsten shield that starts
from (40 mm,850 mm) and extends to (60 mm,1700 mm), followed
by the outer edge of the Forward Tagger calorimeter enclosure located
around r=200 mm and z=2000 mm. The other large source is the mir-
ror of the High Threshold Cherenkov Counter [13] shown as almost
vertical band at around z=1550 mm.

formation from the nA-BPMs can also be used in a feed-282

back loop to keep the beam position fixed.283

The wire harps [15] are used to measure the trans-284

verse beam profile. These are devices with 25-µm tung-285

sten wires mounted in the horizontal and vertical di-286

rections on a support fork that moves the wires into287

the beam at 45◦. As the harp moves into beam, count288

rates from beam halo counters are combined with the289

wire position information to determine the beam profile.290

Since this is an invasive measurement, it is performed291

primarily during beam setup or when other devices in-292

dicate a problem with the beam.293

The beam halo counters are PMT-based devices lo-294

cated at various positions along the beamline and are295

mounted very close to the beam; usually strapped di-296

rectly to the beam pipe. The PMTs have either scin-297

Table 2: Elements of the Hall B beamline actively monitored and con-
trolled by the experiment shift personnel.

Name and description Distance from hall
center (meters)

Synchrotron Light Monitor -43.
Wire harp 2C21 -38.8
nA-BPM 2C21A -37.6
Møller polarimeter -31.5
nA-BPM 2C24A -24.5
Wire harp 2C24 -22.0
Upstream halo monitors -21.7
Hall B tagger dipole -17.6
Collimator -15.3
nA-BPM 2H01 -8.0
Wire harp 2H01 -7.4
Midstream halo monitors -3.9
CLAS12 target 0
Downstream halo monitors 7.5
Beam viewer 2H04 24.0
Dump, Faraday cup 27.0

tillating or Cherenkov-light-producing plastic mounted298

on the photocathode. In addition to providing count299

rates for the wire harps, these counters are sensitive to300

any beam halo or undesirable beam interactions. These301

counters are the main tools to monitor beam-induced302

background in the hall and, along with the BOM, pro-303

vide feedback signals for the machine fast shutdown304

system (FSD). The FSD will stop beam delivery in the305

case of excessively high background rates in order to306

protect the detectors.307

Other devices that Hall B uses to monitor and mea-308

sure the beam parameters are the Møller polarimeter lo-309

cated in the upstream tunnel for beam longitudinal po-310

larization measurements, a Faraday cup in the down-311

stream tunnel (electron beam dump) for precise beam312

current measurements, and a beam viewer that looks at313

a retractable fluorescent screen installed before the Fara-314

day cup for visual verification of beam transport to the315

dump.316

The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control317

System (EPICS) [16] is used for monitoring the beam318

delivery and for control of the beamline devices. Graph-319

ical User Interfaces (GUIs) for each application are built320

using the CS-Studio tools [17]. All variables available321

in EPICS are archived using the Jefferson Lab MYA322

data archiver [18]. For continuous monitoring of the323

beam and the state of the beamline devices, one sin-324

gle GUI was deployed that contains monitored quan-325

tities from the beam halo counter rates, magnets, vac-326
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uum, cryotarget, beam positions and currents, as well327

as the state of all movable devices. For convenience of328

monitoring, a timeline of counter rates, along with BPM329

positions and beam current readings can be displayed330

separately.331

Establishing a production quality electron beam for332

experiments in Hall B is a two-step process. First, the333

beam is delivered and tuned in the 2C beamline in the334

Hall B upstream tunnel. During this tuning process the335

beam is dumped on the tagger yoke to protect CLAS12336

detectors from excessive radiation exposure. The beam337

profile and transverse position are optimized using the338

information from the wire harps, the nA-BPMs, and the339

beam halo counters. Once the 2C beamline is tuned, the340

beam is then sent to the downstream electron dump and341

tuned onto the CLAS12 target. The beam is accepted342

for physics production running when all of the relevant343

parameters are within expected limits. After production344

beam has been established, limits on the halo counter345

rates, beam position, and beam current are set in the346

CS-Studio alarm system to help Hall B shift personnel347

monitor the beam quality when running experiments.348

3.1. Beam Profile and Position Stability349

Establishing and maintaining a high-quality beam is350

important for obtaining high-quality physics data. Once351

the beam has been established, scans using the wire352

harps and nA-BPMs are stored in the MYA archive and353

are used as reference values over the course of an exper-354

imental running period, which may extend over several355

weeks or months. Figure 8 shows the x– and y–profiles356

measured with the 2C21 and 2H01 wire harps, located357

in the upstream tunnel of Hall B and at 7.4 m upstream358

of the target, respectively. During these measurements,359

the beam was delivered to the Faraday cup. Figure 9360

shows a histogram of the x- and y-widths for sixteen361

2H01 harp scans taken over a two month running period.362

The beam width in both directions fluctuates between363

180 µm to 300 µm with an average value of 250 µm.364

After the beam has been established for physics run-365

ning, its position and current stability are continuously366

monitored using the halo counter rates and the nA-367

BPMs. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the x– and368

y–positions about the mean at the 2H01 nA-BPM. The369

RMS of both distributions is on the order of 20 µm.370

Such stability is largely due to use of the beam orbit lock371

system that uses the position readings of the nA-BPMs372

to drive horizontal and vertical correctors that keep the373

position of the beam at the set points established at the374

start of a running period.375
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Figure 8: Beam x– (top) and y–profiles (bottom) measured using the
wire harp scanners at 2C21 (left) and at 2H01 (right). The red curve
is a Gaussian fit with the width shown by the σ values.

3.2. Beam Charge Measurements376

An accurate measurement of the total amount of377

beam charge incident on the target during an experiment378

is vital for the measurement of experimental cross sec-379

tions. The Hall B Faraday cup (FC) is the main tool380

to obtain an accurate absolute beam current measure-381

ment. A description of the Faraday cup and its readout382

electronics can be found in Ref. [1]. Since the Faraday383

cup does not have active cooling, it is limited to 175 W384

of beam power for long exposures. However, most of385

the CLAS12 experiments will run with beam currents386

that exceed the power limit of the FC, thus requiring an-387

other method of measuring the beam current. The other388

devices used to monitor the beam current during the ex-389

periment are the nA-BPMs and the SLM, but these de-390

vices do not have the long-term stability to provide the391

accuracy needed over the weeks-long course of an ex-392

periment.1393

Instead, a 5-kW beam dump can be inserted in front394

of the FC during high-power running. This insertable395

dump, or beam blocker, is a water-cooled, 28-cm-long396

copper cylinder (19.5 radiation lengths). While most of397

the beam is deposited in this beam blocker, the FC still398

measures a leak-through current that is directly propor-399

tional to the total beam current with a very high accu-400

racy of better than 0.5%. In order to use the FC current401

measurement with the blocker in, a beam-current atten-402

1The calibration of the nA-BPMs relative to the FC remains stable
within a few % for a period of time sufficient for coarse monitoring of
the beam current during the experiment.
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Figure 10: Beam position deviations, x − µx (left) and y − µy (right),
over a month of running as measured by the 2H01 nA-BPM.

uation factor, A, must be determined for every beam en-403

ergy, so that the beam current is given by I = AIin
FC ,404

where Iin
FC is the beam current measured at the FC when405

the beam blocker is in.406

To calibrate the attenuation factor, first, a scan of the407

beam current up to the highest current required by the408

experiment is done without the beam blocker. The scan409

is performed rapidly so as to not overheat the FC. These410

data are used to calibrate the nA-BPM current read-411

ings relative to the FC with a calibration factor given412

by C = IBPM/IFC , where IBPM and IFC are the cur-413

rents measured by the nA-BPM and FC, respectively.414

The left panel of Fig. 11 shows a distribution of C415

for a range of beam currents from 15 to 80 nA at a416

beam energy of 10.67 GeV using the 2C21 nA-BPM.417

The distribution has a mean of 〈C〉 = 1.057 and Gaus-418

sian width of σC = 0.0038, which we use to deter-419

mine the relative uncertainty in the calibration factor of420

δC/C = σC/〈C〉 = 0.36%.421
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Figure 11: The ratio of beam currents measured by the 2C21 nA-BPM
and the Faraday cup without (left) and with (right) the insertable beam
blocker. Each distribution has been fit with a Gaussian to obtain the
means and widths given in the text.

In the second step, a similar current scan is performed422

but with the insertable beam blocker in place. Using423

the now calibrated values of the nA-BPM current read-424

ing from the first step, the attenuation factor is given by425

A = Iin
BPM/I

in
FC . The distribution of A is shown in the426

right panel of Fig. 11, which has also been obtained for427

a range of beam currents from 15 to 80 nA at a beam en-428

ergy of 10.67 GeV using the 2C21 nA-BPM. The distri-429

bution has a mean of 〈A〉 = 9.807 and a Gaussian width430

of σA = 0.0306, which leads to a relative uncertainty431

of δA/A = σA/〈A〉 = 0.31%. Combining the uncertain-432

ties from the calibration of the nA-BPMs and the atten-433

uation factor leads to a total relative uncertainty in the434

blocker-in FC current measurement of δIFC/I = 0.48%.435

A simultaneous measurement of the attenuation fac-436

tor has been done using the 2C24 nA-BPM resulting in437

〈A〉 = 9.809, which agrees well with the 2C21 nA-BPM438

measurement. More details of this calibration can be439

found in Ref. [19]. Results obtained for other energies440

are shown in Table 3 with details found in Ref. [20].441

Bean energy (GeV) FC Attenuation
6.4 16.28
6.6 16.24

7.54 14.90
10.2 9.96

10.67 9.81

Table 3: FC attenuation factors for different beam energies. The esti-
mated relative uncertainty of the attenuation factor is < 0.5%.
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4. Møller Polarimeter442

The determination of the electron beam polarization443

is done in Hall B using a coincidence Møller polarime-444

ter. The polarimeter is based on ~e + ~e → e + e elastic445

scattering (Møller scattering). A detailed description of446

Møller scattering is presented in Ref. [21].447

For a longitudinally polarized electron beam incident448

on a longitudinally polarized electron target, the center-449

of-momentum (CM) frame cross section is given by [22,450

23]451

dσ
dΩ

=
dσ0

dΩ
(1 + PBAzzPT ) , (1)452

where dσ0/dΩ is the unpolarized cross section, PB and453

PT are the longitudinal components of the beam and454

target polarization, respectively, and Azz is the analyz-455

ing power. The unpolarized cross section and analyz-456

ing power can be precisely calculated through quantum457

electrodynamics, which gives458

dσ0

dΩ
=

α
(
3 + cos2 θCM

)
2meγ sin2 θcm


2

, (2)459

and460

Azz = −
(7 + cos θCM) sin2 θCM(

3 + cos2 θCM
)2 , (3)461

where α is the fine structure constant, θCM is the CM462

polar scattering angle, me is the electron mass, and γ =463
√

(E + me) /2me with E the lab energy of the incident464

electron. From the above formulas, one sees that Azz465

has a maximum magnitude of 7/9 at θCM = 90◦, which466

is the central scattering angle for our polarimeter.467

Forming the beam-helicity-dependent asymmetry468

gives469

A =

dσ
dΩ +
− dσ

dΩ−

dσ
dΩ +

+ dσ
dΩ−

= Azz (θCM) Pz
BPz

T , (4)470

where the ± refers to cases where the beam helicity and471

the target polarization are aligned or anti-aligned. The472

asymmetry can be measured from the yields according473

to474

A =
N+ − N−
N+ + N−

= 〈Azz〉Pz
BPz

T , (5)475

where 〈Azz〉 is the effective analyzing power corrected476

for the finite-angle acceptance of the polarimeter and477

atomic-electron motion (also known as the Levchuk ef-478

fect [24]).479

The CLAS12 Møller polarimeter detects the scattered480

electrons in coincidence near θCM = 90◦, the peak of481

Azz. The coincidence method has the advantage, as com-482

pared to single-arm Møller polarimetry, of producing a483

clean data set without having to do energy-dependent484

background subtractions (see, for example Ref. [25]).485

Accidental background rates are typically less than 10%486

of the real coincident rate for our polarimeter. The acci-487

dental rate is measured and included as a correction.488

4.1. Polarimeter Design489

The layout for the polarimeter is shown in Fig. 12.490

The essential elements of the polarimeter include a po-491

larized target system, a pair of quadrupole magnets both492

operated in a dispersive mode to separate the scattered493

electrons from the unscattered beam electrons, a pair494

of detectors, and lead shielding between the second495

quadrupole and the detectors to reduce background. The496

detectors consist of scintillating fibers packed with lead497

powder to form a 15.6-cm wide, 9.0-cm high, and 25-498

cm deep block with a light guide and are read out with a499

PMT. The detectors are surrounded by lead bricks with500

a scattered-particle aperture of 7.62 cm in the horizon-501

tal direction and 5.0 cm in the vertical direction. The502

locations of the quadrupoles and detectors along with503

the quadrupole fields were determined by simulations504

of the layout. The locations and fields were adjusted in505

the simulation so that θCM = 90◦ ± (4◦ − 4.5◦).506

4.1.1. Polarimeter Target507

The target system has a pair of 25-µm-thick permen-508

dur foils on a remotely controlled insertion table housed509

in a vacuum chamber, as shown in Fig. 13. Permendur510

is an iron-cobalt alloy (49% Fe, 49% Co, 2% Va) that511

has a maximum saturated polarization of approximately512

8% along the plane of the foil when subjected to a mag-513

netic field of greater than about 40 G. To create a lon-514

gitudinally polarized target, the plane of the foil is ori-515

ented at ±20◦ relative to the beamline and subjected to a516

longitudinal magnetic holding field produced by a pair517

of Helmholtz coils on either side of the target chamber.518

Since only the longitudinal component of the polariza-519

tion contributes to the measured asymmetry, the target520

polarization used in Eq. 5 is Pz
T = PT cos 20◦. The 20◦521

tilt angle of the target maximizes the longitudinal com-522

ponent of the polarization, while keeping the mounting523

hardware out of the beam.524

The polarization of the permendur target is related to525

the magnetization, M, of the foil by [26]526

PT = M
(
4.546 × 10−5 ± 2.9 × 10−7

)
, (6)527

where M is measured in units of G. The foil magneti-528

zation is measured in a separate setup consisting of a529

9
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Figure 12: Layout of the CLAS12 Møller polarimeter. The detector shielding is not shown.

solenoid coil used to produce the magnetizing field, H,530

into which the target foil is placed and a pickup coil that531

is located at the center of the foil. A fixed current is532

applied to the solenoid to polarize the target. The direc-533

tion of the current is then flipped over a time period of534

∼0.15 s leading to an induced voltage across the pickup535

coil. A typical pickup-coil signal is shown in Fig. 14,536

which was measured with a digital oscilloscope. The537

flat part of this signal (highlighted by the black constant538

fit) corresponds to the changing applied field while the539

narrow peak in the middle of the signal results from the540

change in the target foil magnetization. Applying Fara-541

day’s law to the flat part of the signal (using the fit to542

interpolate under the peak) yields543 ∫
H

Vdt = 2HNT 〈Acoil〉 → H =

∫
H Vdt

2NT 〈Acoil〉
, (7)544

where
∫

H Vdt is the area under the pickup coil signal ex-545

cluding the peak, NT is the number of turns in the pickup546

coil, and 〈Acoil〉 is the average cross-sectional area of the547

pickup coil.548

The target polarization is related to the difference be-549

tween the total area,
∫

total Vdt, of Fig. 14 and the area550

leading to H and is given by [26]551

PT = (1.474 ± 0.010) l

(∫
total Vdt −

∫
H Vdt

)
mNT

, (8)552

where l is length of the target in cm, m is the mass of553

the target in grams, and both areas are measured mVs.554

Figure 15 shows a typical saturation curve for the tar-555

get, i.e. how the target polarization depends on the ap-556

plied field. Measurements were done with two different557

pickup coils with the difference between the two results558

indicating the systematic uncertainty associated with559

knowledge of the pickup coil geometry. For this foil, the560

polarization saturated at a value of PT = 6.17±0.047%,561

where the uncertainty is a combination of the statisti-562

cal uncertainties from the linear fits of the saturation563

region of the curves and the variation between the two564

measurements. Additional uncertainties associated with565

the leading factor in Eq. 8, the other measured quanti-566

ties in Eq. 8, estimated variations in the target material567

thickness, and the uncertainty in the target angle rel-568

ative to the beam leads to a total relative uncertainty569

δPz
T /P

z
T = 0.014.570

4.2. Analyzing Power Corrections and Uncertainties571

Simulations have been performed to estimate effects572

due to atomic motion of the electrons and to estimate573

uncertainties associated with the polarimeter geometry.574

The simulation begins by randomly selecting the scat-575

tering angles θCM and φCM and then transporting the576

scattered electrons through the magnets and toward the577

detectors. For events in which both electrons hit the578

detectors, we determine an average analyzing power,579

〈Azz〉. The motion of the atomic electrons has been in-580

cluded in the simulation according to Ref. [24]. Fig-581

ure 16 shows 〈Azz〉 as a function of beam energy both582

with and without atomic-electron motion included in583

the simulation. The lower curve includes the motion584
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Figure 13: Side and top view layouts of the CLAS12 Møller polarime-
ter target chamber shown with the beam-left target inserted.

Figure 14: Target pickup coil signal showing the induced voltage as a
function of time. The flat part of the signal (fit with black line) cor-
responds to the changing applied Helmholtz field, H, while the sharp
peak near the middle corresponds to the flip in the target magnetiza-
tion.

effect and is fit with the functional 〈Azz〉 = −0.777123 +585

(2.9249 × 10−3)/E. The estimated relative uncertainty586

is < 0.01% and was determined by looking at variations587

in 〈Azz〉 for reasonable variations in the geometry (loca-588

tions of quadrupoles and detectors) and magnetic fields.589

590

4.3. Beam Polarization Measurements591

Beam polarization measurements are usually done on592

a weekly basis or after changes to the accelerator con-593

figuration. The shift personnel use what is in essence594

a push-button GUI interface. The user selects which595

target to use (left or right) and the Helmholtz coil po-596

larity. The settings for the quadrupoles are automat-597

ically calculated based upon the beam energy. Indi-598

vidual Møller runs are usually done for both targets599

with a statistical precision of ±1.5%, which is slightly600

smaller than the total systematic uncertainty. The un-601

derlying software calculates the beam polarization using602

the beam-helicity-gated true and accidental coincidence603

rates from the Møller detectors along with the beam-604

helicity related charge asymmetry measured using the605

SLM. At the end of a Møller run the beam polarization606

is stored in the GUI and goes automatically to the elec-607

tronic logbook. The scaler readouts during the run are608

stored in the run file while the polarization measurement609

is stored in the database.610
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Figure 15: Target polarization vs. applied magnetic field, H, mea-
sured with two different pickup coils. A constant fit to the flat part
of the curves yields values of 6.18 ± 0.03% for coil 1 (red diamonds)
and 6.15 ± 0.04% for coil 2 (blue dots), where the uncertainties are
statistical only.

The results of the beam polarization measurements611

taken during the fall 2018 run period are shown in612

Fig. 17. There are two distinct regions of beam polar-613

ization with average polarizations of 85.95± 1.29% and614

89.22 ± 2.51%. These two regions differ by settings of615

the angle, θW , of the Wien filter in the injector. The616

initial Wien-filter angle was set to maximize the beam617

polarization in Hall B and was based on a calculation618

of the electron spin precession in the accelerator. How-619

ever, the polarization in the early part of the running620

period fell below the expected maximum of about 90%,621

which was measured at the injector by a Mott polarime-622

ter, indicating an incorrectly calculated θW . In order to623

find the optimum value of θW , two more Møller mea-624

surements of the beam polarization in Hall B were per-625

formed at θW = 25◦ and 70◦. The result of these mea-626

surements along with the average at θW = 50◦ are shown627

in Fig. 18. Fitting these three points with a function of628

a cos (θW − b) (dashed curve), where a and b are fit pa-629

rameters, shows that the maximum polarization of about630

90% in Hall B occurs for θW ≈ 40◦.631

Figure 17 has two sets of Hall B polarimeter measure-632

ments done with and without a half-wave plate. The633

half-wave plate rotates the electron spin by 180◦. The634

measurements with and without the the half-wave plate635

agree within statistical uncertainties.636

5. Summary637

The first CLAS12 experiment in 2018 took data suc-638

cessfully at three beam energies; 10.6 GeV, 6.4 GeV,639

Figure 16: Average analyzing power 〈Azz〉 as a function of beam en-
ergy from simulation. The upper/lower points exclude/include motion
of the atomic electrons. The error bars are statistical only. The curve
on the lower points is a fit discussed in the text.

and 2.2 GeV with a liquid-hydrogen target. High qual-640

ity beam was delivered with a beam size of < 200 µm641

and a beam halo as small as 10−4 at 5σ away from642

the core. The beam position was maintained within643

∼200 µm throughout the run by the beam feedback sys-644

tem and the fast shutdown system worked in protecting645

the CLAS12 detectors from errant beam exposure. With646

typical Møller polarimeter runs, the beam polarization647

can be measured to an absolute precision of ∼2.5%.648
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